Implementation of Experiential Learning Model in Learning Writing Poetry

Almost the same with other learning models, in applying the model of experiential learning teacher should improve procedures so that the learning goes well. According Hamalik (in Fathurrohman, 2015: 136-137), reveals several things that must be considered in the experiential learning model of learning is as follows:

1) Teachers carefully formulate a plan learning experiences that are open (open minded) regarding the potential out comes or have a certain set of the results.
2) Teachers should be able to provide stimulation and motivation introduction to the experience.
3) Learners can work individually or work in small groups / whole group in the learning experience.
4) The students are placed in real situations, meaning that learners are able to solve problems and not in replacement situations.
5) Learners are actively participating in the experience available, making its own decisions and accept the consequences based on the decision.
6) Whole presents the experience that has been poured into the post in connection with these subjects to broaden the learning experience and understanding of learners in conducting the meeting will discuss a variety of these experiences.

In addition to some of the things that must be considered in the model of experiential learning in teaching, the teacher should also pay attention to the methods learned through this experience that includes the following three things.

1) Strategies learned through experience using sequences form of inductive, learner-centered and activity-oriented.
2) The emphasis in the strategy of learning through experience is a learning process, and not the result of learning.
3) Teachers can use this strategy both in the classroom and outside the classroom.

4. RESEARCH RESULT

The use of experiential learning method as a learning process that is process of change which is used the experience as a medium of learning or learning not only the material that is sourced from books or teachers. The used of this model is a new way of learning in SMP Pembina of Palembang on writing a creative poetry based on personal experience.

Based on the analysis, it was found the average score of the test in the experimental class after getting treatment was 78.61, while the control class was 65.65. with score range between the experimental class and control class was 12.96. After getting the test result, the researchers analyzed the test. Data analysis was performed using t-test consisting of
test of normality and homogeneity test data. Data normality test was performed to determine whether a normal or dissemination of data used, and then test the homogeneity of the data necessary to prove the variance equation groups that make up the sample. Based on calculations for a class experiment, test the normality of the data obtained Km = -1 while for grade control data normality test obtained Km = -0.74. The two data normality lies between (-1) and (+1) so that it can be said that the data experimental class and control class distributed normally. Then to test the homogeneity of the data obtained from the data and \( X^2_{obtained} = 73.71 \) dan \( X^2_{table} = 3.84 \) and a condition known as homogeneous \( X^2_{obtained} \geq X^2_{table} (73.71 \geq 3.84) \). It can be concluded that the samples come from the same population. Thus, this study both experimental classes and control classes follow a normal distribution and homogeneous. Furthermore, after the test data normality and homogeneity of the data, the data is expressed normally distributed and the variance in research is homogeneous, then the next stage is the research hypothesis testing used the statistics parametric formula, t-test criteria of hypothesis was if \( t_{obtained} \geq t_{table} \) Ha will be accepted, meanwhile, if \( t_{obtained} \leq t_{table} \) H0 will be rejected. Based on data analysis of the results of the test to write creative poetry through t-test, the \( t_{obtained} = 2.95 \), while \( t_{table} = 1.66 \). The research result shows that \( t_{obtained} \geq t_{table} \) so Ha was received. This means that there was a positive and significant influence of experiential learning model toward writing creative ability based on personal experience of seventh grade students of SMP Pembina of Palembang.

5. CONCLUSION
Based on the findings, it seemed that, the average score of the experimental class after getting the treatment was 78.61 was higher than the average score in control group class 65.65. with the difference score between the experimental class and class control was 12.96. Ha, which states that "There is a significant influence of experiential learning model on writing creative ability of the seventh grade students of SMP Pembina of Palembang" was accepted, with the score calculation through t-test were \( t_{obtained} = 2.95 \) and \( t_{table} = 1.66 \). The result showed that \( t_{obtained} \geq t_{table} \) so Ha was accepted.
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Writing poetry
Poetry is a form of literature that is bound by the lines and stanzas. Poetry using short words and concise. Choice of words in poetry are also interesting. Sometimes a poem using words figuratively. The words represent the meaning of poetry (Dewi, 2008: 2). According Kosasih (2006) poetry is a form of the literature that use the words beautiful and rich in meaning. It also said, poetry is a form of expression of the soul of human creation is shown expressively manifested in a beautiful language, words aesthetic, a series of graceful sound and appeals to the reader (in Samosir, 2013: 18-19). From the series above opinion, it can be said that poetry is a result of a concrete expression and artistic creativity of the human mind which is manifested in a beautiful language, words and sounds that dynamic as well as aesthetic and appealing to the reader.

Writing poetry as a creative process, should consider forming elements of poetry. This is corroborated by Waluyo (2002: 2) which states that a person who wanted to write poetry must pay attention to the characteristics of linguistic poetry. The characteristics of the language of poetry is as follows.
1) Compaction Meaning
2) Poetry is not a row of words that form sentences and paragraphs, but to form lines and stanzas completely different substance with the sentence, because the array has a broader meaning of the sentence.
3) Choice of Words
4) Factors to be considered in choosing the word is; (1) The figurative meaning (not the actual meaning); (2) the symbols (replacement of a thing or object to the terms or other object); (3) rhyme or rhyme.
5) Concrete words, in the sense or the viewpoint of the reader.
6) Imagining the word or wording to clarify or memperkonkret what is expressed by the poet.
7) Rhythm associated with repetition of sounds, words, phrases, and sentences. The rhythm can also mean pegantian loud-soft, high-low, long-short or words repeatedly with the aim of creating a wave that embellish poetry.
8) Tata faces, forming an image representing a particular purpose.
In addition to understanding the characteristics of the language of poetry, before someone wrote, he must know the characteristics that distinguish poetry with a bouquet that is; (A) The poem was solid meaning, (b) Poetry many using words connotations, (c) Poetry prioritizes the beauty of words, (d) Poetry is presented in the form of a monologue, (e)
Poetry formed in stanzas or row-line is not finished, not in the form paragraphs. (Kosasih, 2012: 129). The steps to write poetry by (Warsanto, 2004: 58) is as follows.
1) Deciding on a theme favored, either about nature, beauty, social life, divinity, and others
2) Determine the sequence of key ideas
3) Viewing or observe the object to be written
4) Determining the precise choice of words
5) Writing figure of speech appropriate to the context
6) Developing the idea of the basic ideas
7) Writing poetry as a whole.

The Model Of Experiential Learning
Learning by Experiential learning model was introduced in 1984 by David Klob. David Klob defines learning as the process of how knowledge is created through changes in the form of experience. Knowledge caused by a combination of understanding and transforming experience. The idea was finally wide impact on the design and development of life long learning model. Model-based learning experience defines learning as a process of that constructing knowledge through the transformation of experience. Learning from experience includes the link between doing and thinking. If someone is actively involved in the learning process and it shall learn much better (Fathurrohman, 2015: 128).
Experiential Learning is one model of learning-oriented learners experience during the learning process. Experience is a series of activities designed to help student teachers in finding and collecting new knowledge. This learning model aims to develop the knowledge and skills of the students through the experience (Indriana, 2011: 90). Students will be easier to understand and comprehend the material firsthand experience of what is being learned rather than simply listening to the explanations of the teacher. Yamin and Ansari (2009: 53) states that the learning experience can help students achieve competency. To engage students in learning, teachers need to provide a variety of learning experiences. From the opinions above it can be synthesized that model of experiential learning is a learning model that is oriented on the learning experience of students by using a set of wheels learning, ranging from setting goals, making observations and experiments, recheck, and plan for action. When this process has been passed it is possible learners have new skills, new attitudes or even a new way of thinking. Experiential learning model is formulated and implemented by departing from the things possessed by learners. Thus, learning by using this model will create a fun learning environment so that students better understand the benefits of science studies.
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Writing skills is one of the four language skills which play an important role in language learned. By writing one can express all ideas, ideas or even suggestions also the opinion of a person thorough writing. Writing is a skill that is quite complex and complicated to do, other than a writer must have the ability to speak, also must pay attention to grammar. Grammar, style, types of sentences and other elements in writing. The ability to write is one aspect of language skills should be mastered by students.

Writing is a creative process steps. This means that writing is a skill which is done through the stages that must be done by mobilizing skills, arts and tips so that everything runs effectively (Semi, 2007: 10). Basically, creative writing is built on two important elements of creative writing as a skill and a mentality that tends to create. A writing can be fun to read if laid out in such a way, so it will be a series of words or phrases that are both cohesive and coherent (Wardarita, 2010: 14).

Creative writing can be defined as the process of writing, which is based on the development of creativity and personal expression in writing good and interesting (Yunus, 2015: 9). Writing poetry is a form of creative writing requires a strong capability in the form of express words that represent the content of the liver. The choice of words is very important. Meaning not only appropriate, but also need the right sound. The wording may give the impression of aesthetic or beauty inherent in a poem. The better play the word, the more beautiful poem written (Yunus, 2015: 63).

In the middle schools, the ability to write poetry implemented in teaching creative writing for students of class VII. To rich the aim, the teacher would have to try to use a variety of learning models in achieving the learning objectives. The use of that appropriate learning models can maximize student learning outcomes. Therefore, teachers must set and apply a variety of that appropriate learning models that can assist teachers in achieving the learning objectives.

One model of learning that can be applied in Indonesian classroom, especially learning creative writing poetry based on the personal experience of the seventh grade students of SMP Pembina of Palembang is Experiential Learning Model. This is an approach which centered on students who started with the premise that people learn best from experience, and this is in accordance with the expression of the experience is the best teacher. Then, for a learning experience that is truly effective, have to use all the learning wheel, from goal setting, observation and experimentation, recheck, and action planning. When this process has been passed, allowing learners to learn new skills, attitudes or even a way of thinking (Fathurrohman, 2015: 130). This has attracted the interest of researchers to conduct this research on the influence of experiential learning models on writing creative poetry based on personal experiences of
the seventh grade students of SMP Pembina of Palembang. Issues raised in this study was whether there is influences of experiential learning models on writing creative poetry based on personal experiences of the seventh grade students of SMP Pembina of Palembang?

2. METHOD

The research method is basically a scientific way to get data with a specific purpose and usefulness (Sugiyono, 2011: 2). The method used in this study was experimental method with pretest-posttest control group design. Experimental method is a method of research that allows researchers to manipulate variables and examine the consequences. In this method, the variables are controlled such that external variables that may influence can be eliminated.

Experimental method aims to find a causal relationship to manipulate one or more variables, on one or more of the experimental groups and compared the results with a control group who did not undergo manipulation. Manipulation is systematically changing the properties or the values of the independent variables. Control is the key experimental methods, because without control manipulation and observation will yield questionable data. Experimental method used in this study in order to determine and describe the influence of experiential learning models on writing creative poetry based on personal experiences of the class VII of SMP Pembina of Palembang.

The population in this study was all of the seventh grade students of SMP Pembina OF Palembang with the total number of 154 students in four classes. The writer used simple random sampling method to take the sample of the study. The sample in this study were VII.1 class (39 students) as an experimental class, and VII. 4 class (38 students) as the control class.

Techniques for collecting the data are the techniques or methods that can be used by researchers to collect data (Riduwan, 2015: 51). Data collection techniques used in this study was written test of that creative poetry. To determine the score obtained from the test results creative writing poetry based on personal experience, that never happened using the following test specification: